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Privateers ... rumours of them beeing very active and brilliant combat pilots ... no idea where
this is comming from. We are in war now with them for about 2 weeks and we have not seen
just one organized operation of them vs us. All we have seen in several trading hubs is to sitting
outside a station and waiting for single targets to shoot on ...

      

 
Well brilliant maybe, they are use neutral non privateer pilots to backup them as well as
ramming other ships to stay outside of dock range. All we have seen on this are 2~3 logistic
ships as well as at least one ship to ram (if needed). However it didnt help. We killed the
logistics as well as we killed the battleships.

We still dont know why the privateers attacked us or who payed them to declare war on us.
However the end of 2 wars at the same time can be a hint on this:

111.11.06
The war between Privateer Alliance and Electus Matari is coming to an end. Privateer Alliance
has retracted the war against Electus Matari. The war will be declared as being over after
approximately 24 hours.
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The exalted. war is over as well. After just two days they where starting to reject fights to us and
leaving the area. Well they forced up to 20 pilots in heavy gangs as well and tried to play station
games with electus matari. But our pilots and fleets stayed cool in this conflict and only fought
when it where nessecary. It looks like their plan did not went that well. According to rumours
they where trying to regain morale by declaring an old known enemy to get the spreadout
members of their alliance togeather. Well - looks like they are failed this.
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